Trampoline & Tumbling Selection Committee Meeting

Selection Committee Chair: Chelsea Rainer (Voting)
Elite Committee TUM Rep: Becky Brown (Voting)
Athlete Representative: Michael Devine (Voting)
Program Committee Chair: Patti Conner (Replacement voting)
Program Director: Jacqui Godfrey (Non-voting)

Meeting called to order by Chelsea Rainer at 8:30pm CDT on Saturday April 23, 2022.

Selection Committee Meeting Agenda

1. Welcome
All attendees were asked to disclose any actual or potential conflicts of interest based on a review of the agenda.
Chelsea indicated a CoI with item 2.4, 3.4, and 3.5.3, and recused. Patti took over as acting Chair for those items.
Becky indicated a CoI with item 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, 3.1, 3.2, 3.5.1, and recused.

2. 2022 World Games Selections
The committee reviewed the score spreadsheets provided.

2.1. Tumbling Men
Motion to select the following athletes for the 2022 World Games:
- Kaden Brown – competing athlete
- Dominic Dumas – alternate

• Motion: Chelsea
• Second: Michael
• Vote: unanimous

2.2. Tumbling Women
Motion to select the following athletes for the 2022 World Games:
- Miah Bruns – competing athlete
- Tia Taylor – alternate

• Motion: Michael
• Second: Chelsea
• Vote: unanimous

2.3. Double Mini Men
Motion to select the following athletes for the 2022 World Games:
- Ruben Padilla – competing athlete
- Tomas Minc – alternate
• Motion: Michael
• Second: Chelsea
• Vote: unanimous

2.4. Double Mini Women
Motion to select the following athletes for the 2022 World Games:
• Tristan Van Natta – competing athlete
• Shelby Nobuhara – alternate

• Motion: Patti
• Second: Becky
• Vote: unanimous

2.5. Coaches
Motion to assign Becky Brown as the Tumbling Coach for the 2022 World Games.
• Motion: Patti
• Second: Chelsea
• Vote: unanimous

Motion to assign Sven Nielson as the Double Mini Coach for the 2022 World Games.
• Motion: Chelsea
• Second: Patti
• Vote: unanimous

3. 2022 Rimini World Cup Assignments
The committee considered the spots already assigned and available, as follows:

3.1. Tumbling Men
Motion to assign the following athletes to the Rimini World Cup:
• Kaden Brown World Games athlete – 100% funded
• Dominic Dumas World Games alternate – 100% funded
• Kaleb Cave IE/SE 17-21 athlete – 50% funded
• Alec Pelezo IE/SE 17-21 athlete – 50% funded
• Patrick Lyell Designated M alternate (non-traveling)

• Motion: Chelsea
• Second: Patti
• Vote: unanimous

3.2. Tumbling Women
Motion to assign the following athletes to the Rimini World Cup:
• Miah Bruns World Games athlete – 100% funded
• Tia Taylor World Games alternate – 100% funded
• Jill Papenhause IE/SE 17-21 athlete – 50% funded
• Tasha Williams IE/SE 17-21 athlete – 50% funded
• Nasiarra Riley Designated F alternate (non-traveling)

• Motion: Patti
• Second: Chelsea
• Vote: unanimous

It was agreed that as a result of these assignments, Kaleb Cave, Jill Papenhause, and Tasha Williams will be added to the Tumbling Senior National Team.
3.3. Double Mini Men

Motion to assign the following athletes to the Rimini World Cup;
- Ruben Padilla  World Games athlete – 100% funded
- Tomas Minc  World Games alternate – 100% funded
- Changa Anderson  IE/SE 17-21 athlete – 50% funded
- Hunter Moravec  IE/SE 17-21 athlete – 50% funded
- Dylan Kline  Designated M alternate (non-traveling)

- Motion: Chelsea
- Second: Michael
- Vote: unanimous

3.4. Double Mini Women

Motion to assign the following athletes to the Rimini World Cup;
- Tristan Van Natta  World Games athlete – 100% funded
- Shelby Nobuhara  World Games alternate – 100% funded
- Josie Bain  IE/SE 17-21 athlete – 50% funded
- Aliah Raga  IE/SE 17-21 athlete – 50% funded
- Ava Binkowski  Designated F alternate (non-traveling)

- Motion: Becky
- Second: Patti
- Vote: unanimous

3.5. Coaches

3.5.1. Tumbling Head Coach

Motion to name Becky Brown as the Tumbling Head Coach for the Rimini World Cup.
- Motion: Chelsea
- Second: Patti
- Vote: unanimous

3.5.2. Tumbling Assistant Coach

Motion to name Eric Thomas as the Tumbling Assistant Coach for the Rimini World Cup.
- Motion: Becky
- Second: Patti
- Vote: unanimous

3.5.3. Double Mini Head Coach

Motion to name Chelsea Rainer as the Double Mini Head Coach for the Rimini World Cup.
- Motion: Patti
- Second: Becky
- Vote: unanimous

3.5.4. Double Mini Head Coach

Motion to name Sven Nielsen as the Double Mini Assistant Coach for the Rimini World Cup.
- Motion: Chelsea
- Second: Michael
- Vote: unanimous

Meeting adjourned at 9:30pm.